Descriptive Summary

Title: CSUC Communication Design 396 Student Projects
Dates: 2016
Collection Number: MSS 297
Creator/Collector: California State University, Chico. Intermediate Photography and Digital Imaging Class
Extent: Items: 1 Box Linear Feet: 1.3
Repository: California State University, Chico
Chico, California 95929-0295
Abstract: The collection consists of student rephotography projects of a historic local image or visual ephemera.

Language of Material: English

Access
Collection is open for research without restriction.

Publication Rights
The library can only claim physical ownership of the collection. Users are responsible for satisfying any claimants of literary property.

Preferred Citation
CSUC Communication Design 396 Student Projects. California State University, Chico

Acquisition Information
Ron Dejesus and Byron Wolfe

Biography/Administrative History
N/A

Scope and Content of Collection
The collection consists of student rephotography projects of a historic local image or visual ephemera. The students merged their current photograph with the historic image. The collection is organized by semester listed by student name and historic photograph SC call number used.

Indexing Terms
Chico State Normal School (Chico, Calif.) -- Buildings -- Photographs.
Chico State College -- Buildings -- Photographs.
California State University, Chico -- Buildings -- Photographs.
Bidwell Park (Chico, Calif.) -- Photographs.
Bidwell Mansion (Chico, Calif.) -- Photographs.
Chico (Calif.) -- Photographs.
Paradise (Calif.) -- Photographs.
Durham (Calif.) -- Photographs.
Oroville (Calif.) -- Photographs.
Orland (Calif.) -- History.
Butte County (Calif.) -- Photographs.
Lassen Peak (Calif.) -- Photographs.
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